Football kicks Assumption in homocming, 56-6

By Shawna Masriner

The football celebrated homecoming gave the Class of '56 one to remember as it thrashed Assumption, 56-6. Everything worked for the Beavers as they raised their record to 4-1-1. Both the starting offense and defense played flawlessly and were given the second half to catch half to catch the sails on the sideline. The offense scored a touchdown on every possession except one, putting 42 points on the board, and the defense only allowed Assumption three first downs in eight possessions. It was by all standards a one-sided contest.

MIT 56, Assumption 6

MIT 41-11-1 ... 10 7 7 - 56
Assumption 0-5-11 0 0 0 - 6

First quarter

MIT - Moose 11 run (Lapes pass)
Assumption

Second quarter

MIT - LaHousse 10 run (McGahn kick)
MIT - 26 run (McGahn kick)
MIT - LaHousse 37 pass from Day (McGahn kick)
MIT - Dvorak 9 run (McGahn kick)
MIT - Dvorak 1 run (McGahn kick)
A - Perry 1 run (kicked)

This time, the Beavers were not to be denied. Day ran for 21 yards. Moose rumbled for seven more and then LaHousse rambled for another 26. LaHousse's run would have been longer, but he had scored after the 26, and it was 21-0.

Assumption then managed to get a first down on their next drive. However, they made up for this when they were forced to punt three plays later by botching a snap. Roland Melchor '93 then tackled the punter, giving MIT the ball on Assumption's 42.

Moose ran for seven, Day scrambled for 20, and then LaHousse scored. MIT 28-6.

On the ensuing kickoff, the receiver tripped and was downed at the 12. Then Assumption had a three-play, seven-yard drive, and punted. On the return, Brian Teepie '91 ran the ball on a reverse, faked, finding everybody, and gained 21 yards. On the next play, Day ran the ball into the endzone, and the rout was on, 35-0.

The Greyhounds fumbled on their next possession, and then Day made his farewell drive for the day memorable. On third-

MIT defense stops Assumption on a goal line stand in the fourth quarter of Saturday's Homocming game. And eight, Day dropped back to pass, was pressured and rolled right, and then wasn't pressured again. This time, two or three Assumption "defenders" had a chance to get him, but he broke their tackles and rolled left. Here, he threw an off-balance pass which LaHousse snagged beyond the goal-line and it was 42-6. The second half was all garbage time, and Assumption made sure that name rang true. Assumption fumbled two punt returns, and played almost as badly as they did in the first half (against MIT's reserves nonetheless). The second stringers did play well, with Jeff Drbohol '92 scoring twice and the defense keeping Assumption scoreless until the waning moments.

The 56-6 score did not lie. The Beavers totally dominated every facet of the game. They will need to keep this momentum going to win a game over them. As last in the tournament, they were not to be taken lightly, and proved to all they were the best team in the Neu.

Volleyball sweeps

The women's volleyball team cruised through the Albany tournament last Saturday as they won all four of their games to claim first place. They beat Rutgers, Vassar, Albany State, and finally Clark, with only Clark managing to win a game over them.
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Upcoming Home Events

Tuesday, October 31

3:00 Men's Soccer v. Tufts
7:00 Volleyball v. Lowell

!! Graduate Students !

POST HALLOWEEN INTERDEPARTMENTAL CONSUMPTION FUNCTION

Date/Time: Wednesday, November 1, 8:00 p.m.
Place: Walker Memorial.
Bring ID (21 & over) - No costume required.
Presented by the GSC.